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THE KIDS’ HOW TO DO (ALMOST) EVERYTHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
No matter how smart we are, we can always get smarter.
One way this can happen is by learning surprising facts.
For example, did you know that mice and giraffes have
the same number of neck bones? That’s a fact and now
it’s in your brain. A second way to get smarter is by
developing skills, such as making a telescope or drawing
funny cartoon characters.
Although both ways of becoming smarter are important
and work together, The Kids’ How to Do (Almost)
Everything Guide focuses on skill building. Here, you’ll
learn everything from how to act in movies to how to avoid
shark attacks.
TAKE IT FROM EXPERTS
A good way to master any skill is to study with an expert.
If you want to invent things, get advice from a successful
inventor. If you want to play music, find a musician. If you
want to build a boat, look for a boat builder. Experts
understand skills from the inside out.
This book is written entirely by experts, such as Alison
Fujino, who wrote the lesson on boomerangs. She hasn’t
just read about boomerangs: she is a boomerang
champion! Likewise James Morrow, who will teach you
how to write fiction, spends hours a day turning out
prize-winning stories.
Other experts contributing to this book include:
• a doctor
• a puppeteer
• a prize-winning sand sculptor
• an adventurer who walked to the South Pole
• a travel photographer
• a soccer coach
• a roller-coaster critic
• an actress who does voices for animated movies
• a children’s book author
• a sport writer
• a Mongolian camel rider
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TODAY . . .
Many of the lessons can be used immediately:
• If you want to publish on the Web, follow the steps
outlined by webmaster Elnora Chambers.
• If something is broken around your house, read engineer
Scott McMorrow’s tips about fixing things.
• If you’re planning a trip and can’t fit everything into your
suitcase, you’ll find answers from world-traveller Betty
Winsett.
• If you’re scheduled to give a speech but tremble with
stage fright, worry no more. Study the proven fear-fighting
strategies shared by Wanda Lincoln, who has given
lectures throughout the world.
. . . AND TOMORROW
This book also describes activities that require time to learn.
For example, chess master Peter Kurzdorfer tells how to
sharpen your chess skills. But to get really good, you must
practise. This is also true for becoming a clown or a standup comedian, riding a horse, speaking a new
language or solving maths problems. Luckily, practising can
be fascinating and fun.

We hope you have a good time trying the lessons and
getting smarter every day.
Murray Suid
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HOW TO

write an

—by Murray Suid

An essay is a well researched answer to a topic or

question. The writer goes on a search for knowledge
and later carries it back to share with others.

DIRECTIONS
1. Focus your topic. You can find countless facts
on almost every topic. You can’t collect them all. But
a question can narrow the range. For example, an
essay on pigs might focus on one of the following
questions:
• Are pigs really dirty?
• How are pigs different from other animals?
• Do pigs make good pets?
If you can’t think of a question, read a book or an
article on the topic. This kind of ‘background
reading’ can stimulate questions.
2. Look for information to answer your
question. Three ways to gather information are:
• Using books, videos, websites and other media.
• Talking to experts face to face, by phone or by
mail.
• Observing the subject firsthand.
3. Collect the facts. Don’t write information that
you already know, such as, ‘Pigs have four legs’. List
facts that are new to you, for example, ‘The pig is
related to the hippopotamus’.
• To better understand the material, paraphrase it.
This means putting it into your own words.
• To make it easier to organise your facts, try using
note cards. Put one fact on a card. Add the source
of the fact and any thoughts that you have about it.
continued ...
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HOW TO
PARAPHRASE
• Read a
passage carefully.
• Put it aside. Don’t
look at it.
• Think about it.
• Write the information
in your own words.
Use language that
you understand.
• Reread the original
passage to make sure
that you captured the
important facts and
ideas. While looking
at the passage, it’s OK
to copy details such
as dates, names
and numbers.
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SAMPLE REPORT
4. Check your information. Try to find a second
source for each fact. If two sources disagree, find a
third. Ask yourself if the person who presented the
information is a real expert.
5. Draft your essay. Present the facts clearly and
concisely. If you’re writing a formal report you may
need to include notes that tell where you found each
important fact. You can do this by placing a number
near each fact and then giving information about it at
the bottom of the page or on a separate page.
6. Add illustrations that give useful
information. These can be original drawings
or photographs.
7. Test the essay. Ask someone to read it. Then
discuss the ideas with your trial reader to see if the
person understands what you wrote.
8. Polish the essay. Change it according to the
comments you received from your trial reader. Check
all spelling and punctuation.

The Easy-to-Play
Woodwind
Although made of brass,
the saxophone is classified
as a woodwind instrument.
Other woodwinds include
the oboe and the clarinet.1
Antoine Sax invented
and named the instrument
in the 1840s. The second
syllable ‘phone’ is from
a Greek word meaning
‘sound’.2
To play notes on a
saxophone, the
saxophonist presses
padded keys.3 A
clarinetist, on the other
hand, covers most of the
holes using the fingers.
This makes the clarinet
harder to play.4
___________________
Notes
1. The Concise Columbia
Encyclopedia (Avon,
1983, p. 924).
2. Webster’s New World
Dictionary (Collins,
1974, p. 1070).
3. Word People by
Nancy Sorel (American
Heritage, 1970, p. 253).
4. Personal obser vation.

Murray Suid is a writer and
editor. His books include
How to Be President of
the U.S.A. and Ten-Minute
Grammar Grabbers.
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HOW TO

outsmart piranha

—by Walter Glaser

Piranha can be very nasty fish. But they are not all that
way. Not even the bad ones are always terrible. But
when they are, there is only one rule: STAY OUT
OF THEIR WAY!
Piranha live in South America – in parts of the
Amazon and in nearby rivers of the tropical rainforest
basin. They are disc-shaped and range in colour from
olive-green to blue-black to silver, with an underlying
tinge of orange or red on their bellies.
These fish have sharp teeth – very sharp indeed.
So sharp and with such an edge, that you can’t catch
them with ordinary nylon fishing line. To fish them
successfully you have to use a stainless-steel wire lead
that they can’t easily bite through.
But are all piranha dangerous? Well, no, they’re
not. Surprisingly, most of these species are vegetarian.
They live on the fruits and nuts that fall into the rivers
and leave swimmers alone.
However, a small number of varieties are meaner.
Like their vegetarian cousins, these piranha grow to
around 50 cm, have similar colouring and eat fruits
and nuts when available. But they have sharper teeth
and when they cannot get fruits and nuts they eat fish
and meat.
In the rainy season, the river levels are high and
there is more food so piranha mostly leave people
alone. But in the dry season, the waters of the Amazon
recede, often stranding schools of piranha in places
where they cannot find enough food. Then the
carnivorous ones attack and try to eat anything. They
bite chunks out of each other’s fins. If they had a
chance, they would bite chunks out of you. Here are
some rules to make sure that doesn’t happen.
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DIRECTIONS
1. Never go into the water to swim without
checking it out. Always ask locals if it is safe.
2. Never go into the water if you have cuts
or bruises. Piranha can smell blood and it
makes them very hungry and dangerous.
3. Watch where the Amazon Indians and
other locals swim. Piranha don’t like water that is
too acidic or alkaline. They stay out of such water and
prefer the stretches that are more comfortable for them.
Some tributaries of the Amazon are like that –
too acid or too alkaline. The local people know which
are the places to swim and feel safe. So ask where
these safe rivers are and only swim there.
4. Be careful when fishing for piranha. You
can catch piranha with a hand line from a boat or a
pier but be very careful that you keep your hands away
from their mouths. Even after you catch them, they can
give you a very nasty bite.

PIRANHA FOR
DINNER
Now you know how
not to get eaten by
piranha, but can you
eat them? The answer
is yes, you can eat
piranha. They taste
like snapper.
Delicious. And how
do you cook them?
Clean and scale them
like any other fish,
cut diagonal scores
on the skin and grill
or fry as soon after
catching as possible.
If you can’t catch
your own piranha,
don’t worry. Every
fish market along the
Amazon and nearby
rivers usually sells lots
of piranha varieties,
both the vegetarian
and carnivorous ones.
And it’s much
better for you if you
eat them than the
other way around.
Walter Glaser is a professional
writer who lives in Melbourne. His
articles on food, travel, humor,
business and adventure have
appeared in The Los Angeles Times,
The Financial Times (London), The
Manchester Guardian, Far East
Traveler and Fodor’s Australia.
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